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Several reviews of this fascinating book have already been published. Why 
another? Because the book review editor of this journal commissioned one. 
Since the book is an important, perhaps even a major, contribution to the 
linear algebra literature, another eview is justified, and with luck the one that 
follows will be as informative as the book itself is. 
Majorization concerns itself with this question: If x and y are real column 
vectors, when is there a doubly stochastic matrix S such that g = Sx? That's a 
straightforward question, possessing a clean answer, and one would think that 
relatively little more could be written about it. The question is significant 
because it arises so unexpectedly in so many different contexts. Thus, much 
more can be said, a lot (but not all) of which is said in this book. 
The book is nicely organized into five major sections, each of which 
comprises everal chapters. A detailed list of section and chapter headings 
would be inappropriate o give here, but we may indicate some of the topics: 
The general theory (doubly stochastic matrices, Birkhoff's theorem, Schur 
convexity), mathematical pplications (to combinatorics, to matrix inequali- 
ties), stochastic applications (to probability and statistics), various generaliza- 
tions (partial orders induced by cones), and complementary topics (total 
positivity, M-matrices.) In most chapters, some of the theorems are proved 
and others are quoted without proof. The book concludes with a very 
extensive bibliography plus pictttres and biographical sketches of several of 
the prominant mathematicians who contributed to the early studies of majori- 
zation. The last is a nice touch, greatly adding to the book's appeal. It is 
unfortunate that this is so seldom done. 
How should this book be used? Certainly, one should not attempt to read 
it from page 1 to the end. There is simply too much material for that to be 
feasible. A much better plan is to browse at random. This the reviewer has 
repeatedly done, to his great pleasure. However, one should note that a book 
of the scope of this one cannot' hope to be error free; the reviewer does know 
of one error (to be discussed in a forthcoming paper in Linear and Multilinear 
Algebra), and there may be some others. Thus prudence demands that results 
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merely quoted in the book should be checked before being used. The vast 
bibliography will make finding the original sources fairly easy. 
It is fair to state, though, that the authors have substantially neglected at 
least two important areas in which majorization appears in essential ways: 
representation theory (of symmetric groups, Lie groups, Lie algebras); and 
control theory. The omission of any significant discussion of majorization's 
role in representation theory is perhaps unfortunate, since it is precisely here 
that the deepest and most structural insights are to be found. One place to 
begin securing these struchtral insights is the fine Eaton/Perlman paper on 
reflection groups that authors Marshall and Olkin do discuss briefly [3]. This 
paper explains the connection between majorization and the root systems and 
Dynkin diagrams that occur in Lie theory. Other sources, not in the 
Marshall/Olkin bibliography, are an important paper of Kostant [6] and an 
old paper of Berezin and Gel'[and [1]. The connection with control theory is a 
theorem due to Rosenbock [see his book [7] or the paper [2]) in which 
majorization applied to controllability indices limits the ability to alter the 
dynamics of a closed loop system with feedback. However, no book can 
possibly contain everything it should, and perhaps no authors can encompass 
all of the many areas in which majorization occurs. Moreover, Marshall and 
Olkin explicitly state in their preface that they concentrate on the simpler 
aspects of the subject. Thus we should be delighted that their book is as 
solidly comprehensive as it is. 
The reviewer regards this book as a near classic, to be owned and 
repeatedly used by every linear algebraist. (The fine pictures of Schur, 
Muirhead, Hardy, Littlewood, and others in the back of the book do add to its 
characterization as a near classic.) Whether it will rise to a higher status is not 
yet clear, and will depend on what impact it has on the further development 
of linear algebra. Although it is now three years since the book was published, 
with many linear algebraists evidently having looked at it, there do not yet 
seem to be many published research articles citing it. But three years is 
probably not enough time; in another five there may be more definite 
evidence. 
One thing is dear, though: possessing the book will afford ample hours of 
pleasureful browsing. Thus, those linear algebraists not yet owning a copy 
should immediately rush out and buy one. 
A final comment: A basic question, not addressed by Marshall and Olkin, 
and probably not be anybody else, is why majorization occurs in so many 
parts of mathematics. It's a good question, worth thinking about. Put differ- 
ently, the question is why majorization is an important, and not merely a 
popular, topic. The answer probably lies in the structural insights alluded to 
above. 
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Another review of the Marshall/Olkin book, in conjunction with a review 
of the Y. L. Tong book on probabilistic inequalities, may be found in the 
BuUetin of the American Math. Society [5]. One may perhaps read out of this 
review (by J. H. B. Kemperman) the genesis of an answer to the basic 
question posed in the above paragraph. 
The author wishes to thank M. Newn~n and H. Minc for comments on a 
preliminary draft of  this review. 
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